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Abstract 
Fortnow, L. and C. Lund, Interactive proof systems and alternating time-space complexity, 
Theoretical Computer Science 113 (1993) 55-73. 
We show a rough equivalence between alternating time-space complexity and a public-coin 
interactive proof system with the verifier having a polynomial-related time-space complexity. 
Special cases include the following: 
. All of NC has interactive proofs, with a log-space polynomial-time public-coin verifier vastly 
improving the best previous lower bound of LOGCFL for this model (Fortnow and Sipser, 1988). 
. All languages in P have interactive proofs with a polynomial-time public-coin verifier using 
o(log’ n) space. 
l All exponential-time languages have interactive proof systems with public-coin polynomial-space 
exponential-time verifiers. 
To achieve better bounds, we show how to reduce a k-tape alternating Turing machine to a l-tape 
alternating Turing machine with only a constant factor increase in time and space. 
1. Introduction 
In 1981, Chandra et al. [4] introduced alternating Turing machines, an extension of 
nondeterministic computation where the Turing machine can make both existential 
and universal moves. In 1985, Goldwasser et al. [lo] and Babai [l] introduced 
interactive proof systems, an extension of nondeterministic computation consisting of 
two players, an infinitely powerful prover and a probabilistic polynomial-time verifier. 
The prover will try to convince the verifier of the validity of some statement. However, 
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the verifier does not trust the prover and will only accept if the prover manages to 
convince the verifier of the validity of the statement. 
There are some obvious similarities between alternating Turing machines and inter- 
active proof systems. In fact, Goldwasser and Sipser [ 111 show the equivalence of 
interactive proof systems to a Turing machine alternating between nodeterministic and 
probabilistic moves. However, until recently, computer scientists generally believed that 
alternating Turing machines had far more power than the interactive proof systems. 
A series of results by Lund et al. [14] and Shamir [17] show that the set of 
languages accepted by an interactive proof system equals the class of languages 
accepted in deterministic polynomial space. Since Chandra et al. [4] have shown 
PSPACE to be equivalent to the languages accepted by a polynomial-time alternating 
Turing machine, in this case alternating Turing machines and interactive proof 
systems have identical power. 
We generalize the work of [14, 171 to show a broader equivalence between alternat- 
ing Turing machines and interactive proof systems. We look at time-space complex- 
ity, first studied for alternating Turing machines by Ruzzo [16] and for interactive 
proof systems by Condon [S]. 
We show a general relationship between time- and space-bounded alternating 
Turing machines and time- and space-bounded verifiers. We show that all languages 
accepted by an interactive proof system with a t(n)-time- s(n)-space-bounded verifier 
can also be accepted by an alternating Turing machine using t(n) log t(n) time and s(n) 
space. Conversely, we show that an interactive proof system can simulate any t(n) time 
s(n) space alternating Turing machine using a poly(n) + poly(t(n))-time- and 
poly(s(n))-space-bounded verifier. 
We use this close relationship between alternating Turing machines and interactive 
proof systems to show a public-coin interactive proof system for all languages in NC 
with a polynomial-time log-space verifier and a proof system for all languages in 
P with a polynomial-time verifier using less than log-squared space. The previous best 
known result by Fortnow and Sipser [7] shows that LOGCFL has a public-coin 
interactive proof system with a polynomial-time log-space verifier. LOGCFL consists 
of all languages log-space-reducible to context-free languages and is known to lie in 
NC2 [19,20,16]. 
We also use these theorems to get strong relationships among interactive proof 
systems and deterministic computation similar to the relationships between alternat- 
ing Turing machines and deterministic computation found in [4]. 
With the notable exception of Theorem 6.1, most of the results in this paper do not 
relativize. Fortnow and Sipser [S] have shown an oracle A such that some language in 
co-NPA does not have interactive proofs relative to A. However, our result implies 
that every language in PSPACE has interactive proofs. 
2. Background and definitions 
An interactive proof system consists of a prover-verifier pair PH V. The prover and 
verifier share a reliable communication tape and access to an input tape. The verifier 
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also has access to his own worktapes and a random bit generator such as a fair coin. 
The prover can be any function from the messages previously sent to the prover to 
a polynomial-length response. P and V form an interactive protocol for a language 
L if: 
(1) If XEL then Pr(Pw V(x) accepts)>{. 
(2) If x&L then, for all P*, Pr(P*t, V(x) accepts),<+. 
Goldwasser et al. [lo] and Babai [l] require that the verifier compute in probabilis- 
tic polynomial time and space. Lund et al. [ 141 showed an interactive proof system for 
every language in the polynomial-time hierarchy. Using their techniques, Shamir [ 171 
showed that the set of languages accepted by these interactive proof systems coincides 
with the class of languages decidable in deterministic polynomial space. In this paper 
we will examine the complexity of interactive proof systems with verifiers having 
differing restrictions on time and space. 
In general, the verifier may use private coins where the prover does not know what 
the coin tosses were. A public-coin interactive proof system allows the prover access to 
the verifier’s coin. Equivalently, we require the verifier’s messages to consist of exactly 
the verifier’s coin tosses since the previous round. Goldwasser and Sipser [l l] show 
that the class of languages accepted by interactive proofs with a polynomial-time 
verifier does not depend on whether the verifier uses public or private coins. 
However, a difference between private and public coins does seem to hold for time- 
and space-bounded verifiers. Condon [S] shows that interactive proof systems with 
private coins and polynomial-time log-space verifiers can simulate any standard 
interactive protocol and, thus, accept any PSPACE language. However, a determinis- 
tic polynomial-time Turing machine can simulate any public-coin interactive proof 
system with a polynomial-time log-space verifier ([S, 73; Corollary 6.2). Thus, assum- 
ing P # PSPACE, private coins are strictly more powerful than public coins in an 
interactive proofs system with a time- and space-bounded verifier. In this paper we 
study the complexity of the public-coin interactive proof system model. 
In this paper we contrast the power of interactive proof systems with alternating 
Turing machines as developed by Chandra et al. [4]. An alternating Turing machine is 
a generalization of a nondeterministic machine where the machine may make both 
existential and universal choices. A string is accepted by an alternating Turing 
machine M if there exists a first existential choice such that for all first universal 
choices there exists a second existential choice . . . such that M accepts. See [4] for 
a complete technical definition. 
Let n represent the length of the input string. Let ATIME(t(n)) be the set of 
languages accepted by an alternating Turing machine running in time O(t(n)). Let 
ASPACE(s(n)) be the analogous class for space. Chandra et al. [4] show the following 
relationships: 
l For s(n)>logn, ASPACE(s(n))= U,,,DTIME(c”‘“‘). 
l For t(n)>n, ATIME(t(n)) E DSPACE(t(n)) E ATIME(t(n)‘). 
This implies, for example, that P = ASPACE(log n) and PSPACE = 
U k, 1 ATIME( 
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We assume throughout this paper that t(n), s(n)>logn, nondecreasing and fully 
time- and space-constructible in the following strong sense: There exists a determinis- 
tic Turing machine M such that a given m written in binary will output the pair 
(t(m), lScm)), where t(m) is written in binary. Furthermore, A4 uses O(t(m)) time and 
O(s(m)) space. Note that most “natural” functions fulfil these conditions. We also 
assume that all inputs are elements of (0, l}*. We say that (t, s) is time-space- 
constructible. 
We define the following time and space classes, generalizing the TISP terminology 
introduced by Bruss and Meyer [3], to describe deterministic computation bounded 
in both time and space: 
A language L is in ATISP(t(n), s(n)) if some alternating Turing machine M accepts 
L and M runs in time O(t(n)) and space O(s(n)) on every computation path. 
A language L is in IPTISP(t(n), s(n)) if there exists a public-coin interactive proof 
for L such that the verifier uses at most O(t(n)) time and O(s(n)) space on every 
computation path, with every possible prover. We define IPTIME(t(n)) and 
IPSPACE(s(n)) analogously. For IPSPACE(s(n)) we restrict the interactive proof 
systems to having finite computation paths. 
If an alternating Turing machine or a verifier ever enters the same configuration 
twice then it will have an infinite computation path. Thus, we may always assume 
s(n) =Q(log t(n)). 
Ruzzo [16] first studied time- and space-bounded alternating Turing machine 
complexity, showing ATISP(log’ n, log n) = NCk for all k > 1, where NCk is the set of 
languages accepted by a log-space-uniform circuit family of polynomial size and log“ n 
depth. 
Condon first studied the complexity class IPTISP(t, s) under the name BC-TIME, 
SPACE. In [S] she showed that 
IPTISP(poly(t(n)), log r(n)) E DTIME(poly(t(n))). 
Fortnow and Sipser [7] studied the class BPNL= Uk>O IPTISP(nk, logn). They 
show the LOGCFL c BPNL c P, where LOGCFL c NC2 is the class of languages 
log-space-reducible to context-free languages [ 19,203. 
3. Restricted alternating Turing machines 
We will use the “random-access input” model for an alternating Turing machine 
(ATM), similar to the one described by Ruzzo [16]. This will allow us to study ATMs 
which use sublinear time. In our model, the alternating machine M has two special 
states, q. and ql. When M enters the state qj with a value i written in binary on its first 
worktape, M will accept if the ith bit of the input is j and will reject otherwise. Note 
that we can simulate arbitrary access to the input by guessing the value of the input 
and universally verifying that value. We additionally assume that both the verifier and 
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the alternating Turing machine have some constant number k of read-write tapes, 
each with its own head. 
In order to efficiently arithmetize alternating computation, we introduce a special 
type of alternating Turing machine. It will be a restriction of the model, but we will use 
the rest of this section to show that it is not a restriction in computational power. 
First we will restrict the number of tapes to one and we prove that this does not 
decrease the computational power. 
Paul et al. [15] proved such a theorem for ATIME( 
Theorem 3.1 (Paul et al. [15]). Let L be a language in ATIME(t(n)). There exists 
a l-tape alternating Turing machine M such that M works in time O(t(n)) and 
L(M)= L. 
We need to extend their result to ATISP(t, s). Recall that ATISP(t, s) is the class of 
languages that is recognized by alternating Turing machines in time t(n) and space 
s(n). From their proof it is clear that their simulation uses O(t(n)) space. We will 
present a simulation of a k-tape ATM that works in time t(n) and space s(n) by 
a l-tape ATM that works in time O(t(n)) and space O(s(n)). In our proof we will use 
both their result and the ideas of their proof. 
Theorem 3.2. Let LEATISP(t(n), s(n)). There exists a l-tape alternating Turing 
machine M that works in time O(t(n)) and space O(s(n)) and L(M)=L. 
Proof. Let N be a k-tape ATM that recognizes L such that N works in time O(t(n)) 
and space O(s(n)). We construct M such that it simulates N in phases corresponding 
to time blocks of size s(n). At the beginning of each phase, M will have the contents of 
N’s tapes stored on a track on its worktape. M will start each phase by guessing the 
next s(n) displays of N on a second track of its worktape. The display of N at time 
i consists of the state and the content of each of the k cells that N scans at time i. M will 
be in a universal (existential) state if N is in a universal (existential) state. It will next, 
on a third track, existentially guess the content of N’s tapes after the phase. Note that 
if the displays correspond to a valid computation path of N then there exist such tape 
contents, which is unique. 
Thereafter, M checks the validity of its guesses. Observe that checking the validity 
of the guesses can easily be done on a (k + l)-tape deterministic Turing machine M1 in 
time O(s(n)). Hence, because of Theorem 3.1, M can simulate MI usjng one tape in 
time O(s(n)). If the guesses correspond to a computation path in N then M starts 
a new phase. If not, it has to figure out which type of state it was in when it made the 
first wrong guess. Note that M has to reject (accept) if it guessed wrong in an 
existential (universal) state. But a (k + 1)-tape deterministic Turing machine M2 can in 
time O(s(n)) easily find the type of the state where the first wrong guess was made. 
M can simulate M2 in time O(s(n)) using Theorem 3.1. Furthermore, if, at some point, 
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N accepts or rejects, M does the same. It is easy to see that L(M)=L(N) and that 
M works in time O(t(n)) and space O(s(n)). Cl 
We will restrict our model even further. We will let the ATM first make an 
existential move consisting only of two possible moves, followed by a universal move 
of again two possible moves and so on. This will make the computation tree a binary 
tree and with alternating levels of AND gates and OR gates. Furthermore, we will 
assume that all computation paths have an even length. It is easy to see that, given an 
arbitrary ATM M, we can construct an ATM N that has a computation tree as 
described above and that N works in time and space proportional to the time and 
space used by M. 
Hence, the machines we will consider are restricted alternating Turing machines 
M such that 
l M has only one tape, which at the start of the computation contains the binary 
representation of n = 1 x 1, and 
l M’s computation tree is a binary tree with alternating levels of AND gates and OR 
gates and all computation paths have an even length. 
l On each computation path, M will only read one input bit and will do that at the 
very end. A computation path will accept or reject, depending upon the ith bit of 
the input, if the binary representation of i is stored in the first rlognl cells on the 
worktape at the end of the computation; otherwise, it will reject. 
4. Arithmetization of alternating computation 
The proof of our main result extends the algebraic technique, which was used in the 
recent results on the power of interactive proof systems [14,17]. 
Let LEATISP(t, s) and let M be a restricted ATM such that L(M)=L. We will 
assume without loss of generality that M works in time t(n) and uses s(n) space. Let 
A be the work alphabet and let Q be the set of M’s states. Given an input string x, we 
will define an arithmetic expression E, such that the value of E, determines if XEL. We 
construct E, in this section, and in the next section we will show how an interactive 
proof system can verify the value of E,. 
A Boolean function in n variables is a function {0, l}“+{O, l}, A polynomial 
Y(X1, x2> ..., x,) (over some field) interpolates a Boolean function fon n variables if for 
all (0, 1)-substitutions the (Boolean) value off and the (arithmetic) value of g agree. 
A polynomial is multilinear if it is linear in every variable. 
A Boolean expression is a well-formed expression built from the constants 0, 1 and 
variable symbols using the operations A, V, 1, V and 3. A Boolean formula is 
a Boolean expression using only the operations A, V and 1. A Boolean expression 
represents a Boolean function in the obvious sense. 
An arithmetic expression is a well-formed expression built from the constants 0, 1 
and variable symbols using the operations +, -, x , n and C. An arithmeticformula is 
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an arithmetic expression using only the operations +, - and x . An arithmetic 
expression represents a polynomial function in the obvious sense over any field. 
An expression corresponds to a labeled tree where the leaves are labeled by 
constants or variable symbols and the internal nodes are labeled by operations. The 
size of an expression is the number of operations used to build the expression. Hence, 
the size is equal to the number of internal nodes in the tree corresponding to the 
expression. The depth of an expression is the length of the longest path from the root 
to a leaf in the tree corresponding to the expression. 
First we need a proposition stating that every Boolean function is interpolated by 
a multilinear polynomial. 
Proposition 4.1. Given a Boolean function f: (0, l}“+(O, I}, there exists a unique 
multilinear function g : Z”-+Z interpolating f: 
Proof. Left to the reader. 0 
The basic idea in the arithmetization is to first construct a Boolean predicate that is 
true if and only if XEL. Thereafter, we arithmetize the Boolean predicate. 
Let Cpi(Z, x) be the predicate that is true if and only if, from the configuration 
described by the ID I, in at most 2i steps M will accept x. We will assume that 
Z describes M to be in an existential state. Let M(Z) denote the machine M in the 
configuration described by I. Because of the simple structure of the computation of 
the restricted machine M, it is clear for i > 0 that M(Z) accepts x in at most 2i steps if 
l M(Z) makes an existential guess a, followed by a universal guess b, and ends up 
having an ID I’ such that M(Z’) accepts x in at most 2(i- 1) steps. 
We will make the assumption that when M enters a final configuration it will stay in 
this configuration indefinitely. For i=O, M(Z) accepts x if and only if Z describes an 
accepting configuration. This gives an inductive definition of Cpi(Z, x): 
‘pi(Z, x) = 
i 
gX(z) 
if i=O, 
3aV’b 3 Z’: j”(Z, I’, a, b) A Cpi_ 1 (I’, X) otherwise, 
where f(Z, I’, u, b) is the predicate stating that M(Z), on input x, on an existential guess 
a and a universal guess b, gets into the configuration described by I’. The predicate 
g,(Z) states that M accepts input x if in configuration 1. 
If N=rt(n)/21 and I0 is the ID describing the start configuration then, clearly, 
cpN(ZO, x) = 1 o M accepts x. 
We will extend the ideas by Shamir [17] and Babai and Fortnow [2] to arithmetize 
(PN (I,, x). The technique is a polynomial extrapolation of truth values. We will, given 
a Boolean cp expression, construct an arithmetic expression A,. Table 1 inductively 
defines A,, where u:=oA,,(x) is a shorthand for 1 -ni=,,(l -A,,(x)). 
In what follows, we will use these rules except for a slight modification in the case of 
cp = 3x: q’(x). In some cases we will let A, =Ci=0 A,.(x). This will be in the case where 
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Table 1 
0 0 
1 1 
Xi Xi 
1 cp’ l-AT. 
cp’ A cp” Aw. A... 
cp’ v q” l-(1-Am,)(l-Ap..) 
vx: q’(x) n:,oA,~(4 
3x: q’(x) lI:,,A&) 
we know that q’(x) is true for at most one value of x. The advantage is that the degree 
of the polynomial A, is at most the degree of A,,, whereas in the original case the 
degree is double. It is crucial to keep the degree low, as we will see later. 
Using these rules, we get 
A,= 
1 if cp is true, 
0 otherwise. 
This can easily be proven by induction. 
First we will need an encoding of IDS in order to arithmetize f(1, I’, a, 6) and gJ1). 
Our encoding of IDS will be a compact version of a binary encoding. The binary 
encoding encodes I as a tuple (q, cl, c2, . . . , csc,,), hl, h,, . . . , h,,,,), where 
. 4=(41, q*, ...> qk’) is a binary encoding of the state of M, where k’=rlog,(lQI)l, 
0 Ci=(Cil, Ci2, ...) cik) is a binary encoding of the content of the ith cell, where 
k=rlog,(ld I)], and 
l hi is 1 if and only if the head of A4 is scanning the ith cell. 
We will first describe how to arithmetize qN(ZO, x) using the binary encoding and later 
we will extend the arithmetization to a more compact encoding. 
In order to arithmetize the computation of M, we will first assume that the head is 
scanning the ith cell. Let I=(q, cl, . . , hsc,,) and I’=(q’, cl, . . . , I&,,,). Given the head 
position, it is locally decidable if I’ follows I on the guesses a and b. Define 
qmi:= [CL is correct, given that the head scans cell i], 
qmi := [& is correct, given that the head scans cell i], 
tji := [q’ is correct, given that the head scans cell i]. 
We will first look at which variables the above predicates depend on: 
l (Pmi depends only on c, and CL if m# (i - 1, i, i + 11, since in two steps M can only 
change the content of cells i-l, i, i+l. For mE{i- 1, i, i+ l}, (Pmi depends on 
q,ci-l,ci,ci+l, a,b and CL. 
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l ~midependsonlyonh~ifm~{i-2,i-1,i,i+1,i+2},sinceintwostepsMcanonly 
move its head two positions. For me{i- 2, i- 1, i, i+ 1, i+ 2}, Ymi depends on 
q,ci_1,ci,ci+l,a,b and h6. 
l lcli depends on the variables q, ci_ 1, Ci, Ci + 1, a, b and q’. 
Let h be the predicate that is true if and only if I’ follows I on the guesses a and b, 
given that the head is scanning the ith cell. From the above definitions we can write 
down a simple Boolean formula for hf;:. We get that fi is true if and only if 
s(n) 
$iA A ((PmiAI?tni) 
m=l 
is true. 
But since hi describes if the head is at cell i in I, f can be written down as 
s(n) 
myi, (hi Afi 1. 
Given this description of fT it is now straightforward to arithmetize f: By Proposi- 
tion 4.1, any predicate y can be interpolated by a multilinear polynomial P,. If 
y depends only on a fixed number of variables then P, can be computed by a formula 
FY of fixed size. Hence, we obtain formulas F,., , F,., and FtiZ, that compute multilinear 
polynomials that interpolate qmi, qmi and $i, respectively. 
This gives arithmetic formulas that compute polynomials that interpolate A and f: 
s(n) 
FL :=Fec n F,m,F%“,~ 
m=l 
s(n) 
Ff := C hiF~. 
i:= 1 
Lemma 4.2. For any I, I’E{O, l}(kfl)s(n)+k’, where I is an encoding of a valid ID, andfor 
any a, bg{@ I>, 
FJU, I’, a, b) := 
1 if f(1, I’, a, b) is true, 
o otherwise 
Furthermore, the degree of any variable in Ff is at most 9, size (F,.) = O(s(n)) and depth 
(Ff ) = 0 (log s(n) ). 
Proof. That Fr interpolates f is clear when we observe that, for at most one i, hi Af, 
is true. The reason being that, for at most one i, hi is true, since I is an encoding of 
a valid ID. Thus, at most one of the summands of Ff is one. 
TO find the degree of, say, 41, note that in fi, it is only $i,qi-r,i, qi,i, qi+i,i, 
Vi-2,iy Vi- l,i, Vi,i, Vi+ 1,i and Vii2.i that depend on ql. Hence, q1 will only be a variable 
in the corresponding 9 formulas, each of which is multilinear. Hence, the degree of q1 
is at most 9 in FY, and, therefore, in Ff. Table 2 gives a complete description of the 
bounds on the degrees for every variable. 
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Table 2 
41 4; C,,,j Ct h, ha a b 
F& 9 1 9 1 0 1 9 9 
Fr 9 1 9 1 1 1 9 9 
This completes the proof. 0 
To arithmetize gX observe that, because A4 is restricted, gX depends only on 
cl, c2, . . . . crIOp,,l, q and x. In order for I to be an accepting ID, cl, c2, . . . . criognl 
should be the binary representation of some number jE { 1,2, . . . , n} and, furthermore, 
the input bit Xj should be 0 or 1, depending upon q. So, for each j and 
k{1,2,...,rlognl} we d fi e ne Op(cl) to be true if and only if cl encodes the Ith bit in 
the binary representation ofj. Furthermore, we define pj(q, Xj) to be true if and only if, 
in state q, A4 immediately accepts if the jth input is xj. Hence, 
gX=ji ( r~‘“jl~clJ) APj(q3 xjl. 
This gives us the following arithmetic formula: 
F4x ‘= f ( ‘El Ff7,1(cll) Fp, q2 xj), 
where F,,, and Fp, are formulas that compute multilinear polynomials that interpolate 
ojl and pj, respectively. 
Lemma 4.3. For any ZE{O, l}(k+l)s(nJ+k’, where I is an encoding of a valid ID, 
F,xU) = 
1 if gX(Z) is true, 
0 otherwise. 
Furthermore, the degree of any variable in Fgx is at most 1, size(Fgx) = O(n log n) and 
depth (Fgx)= O(log n). 
Proof. Clear since there exists at most one j such that 
(“K’ Ojl(c!)) A Pj(4, xjJ 
is true. 0 
We improve the space complexity of the encoding of IDS by using a more compact 
encoding. Choose an E >O and encode m =L&E log s(n)] binary symbols LX~, CI~, 
. ..) GI,_i into a new symbol a~{0, 1, . . . . 2”‘-l}, just by letting ~=c?J~i ai2i+ Let 
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X=(0, 1, . ..) 2”- l}. To decode the new symbol, define Di: X+(0,1} that maps an 
m-bit number CI into the ith bit of x. The decoding is obtained, using Lagrange 
interpolation, by the following formula: 
The degree of the polynomial computed by FDi is 2”- 1, size(~Di)=O(22”) and 
depth(FD,)= O(m). Define 
UY,,Y,, . . . . ’ ’ Y,~,Y,,Y,~~..,Y,~, ’ a, w 
:=Ff(FD,(Yl)~ FD,(Yl), ...T FDm(Ylh FD,(Y2)1 ...T FD,,,(Y;‘), av @, 
where n’=r((k + l)s(n) + k’)/m 1. In other words, we modify the formula Ff. For each 
leaf 1 containing a variable z that encodes part of an ID, we are replacing 1 with the 
subformula that decodes z from the appropriate variable of F. For example, if z is zi, 
the first binary variable that encodes I, then the subformula is F,,(y,), since y, 
encodes z1 . 
Lemma 4.4. For any I, I’EX”‘, where I is an encoding of a valid ID, and for any 
a, ~E{O, l>, 
FU, I’, a, b)= 
1 if f (I, I’, a, b) is true, 
o otherwise 
Furthermore, the degree of any variubte in F is at most 9(2m- 1)<9s”/*(n), size(F)= 
0(22ms2(n))=O(s2+E (n)) and depth (F)=O(logs(n)). 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.2. 7 
We define G, in a way similar to that of the definition of Fg,: 
GAY ~,...,Y,,):=F,~(FD,(Y,),FD,(Y~), . . ..FD~(Y~).FD,(Yz),...,Fo~(Y,,)). 
Lemma 4.5. For any IEX”‘, where I is an encoding of a valid ID, 
G,(I)= 
1 if gx(Z) is true, 
0 otherwise. 
Furthermore, the degree of any variabte in G, is at most (2’“- l)<.@‘(n), 
size(G,)=0(2’“n logn)=O(s”(n)n logn) and depth(G,)=O(logs(n)+logn). 
Proof. Clear from Lemma 4.3. 0 
With the arithmetization of f and gx, we get an arithmetization of Cpi(Z, x) by 
inductively defining 
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if i=O, 
where X = (0, 1, . . . , 2”- l}. Remember that u:=, q(x)= 1 -ni=,(l -q(x)). 
Lemma 4.6. If I,,=(y,, y,, . . , ~,,)EX”’ is the encoding of M’s starting conjiguration 
then 
AN (lo, x) = 
1 if XEL, 
0 otherwise. 
Proof. We prove by induction that, for all i and for all encodings I of valid IDS, 
Ai(l, X)= 
1 if Cpi(l, X) is true, 
0 otherwise. 
For i=O this follows from Lemma 4.5. 
For i > 0, observe that there is one I’ such thatf(Z, I’, a, b) is true. Observe that both 
I and I’ are encodings of valid IDS. Now it follows from Lemma 4.4 and the inductive 
hypothesis that 
Ai (I, X) = 
1 if Cpi(l, x) is true, 
0 otherwise. 0 
5. Interactive proof systems for ATISP(t, s) 
The verifier has to check that AN(IO, x)= 1. The protocol starts by the prover 
sending the verifier a prime p~[30dN(n’+2), 60 dN(n’+2)], where d is the maximal 
degree of any variable in F and G,. [Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 show that d <9s”“(n).] The 
verifier, thereafter, tests that the number the prover sent is indeed a prime using the 
primality test of Solovay and Strassen [lS], such that the verifier will catch the prover 
with probability at least l/6 if the prover tries to cheat in this initial stage of the 
protocol. 
The verifier can simplify the arithmetic expression AN(lo, x) by the technique of 
Lund et al. [ 141. The verifier will be working over the finite field F, with p elements. At 
any point in time, the verifier will know an arithmetic expression A(y,, y,, . . . , yk) 
which is a suffix of A,(lo, x) and values ~(i, c(~, .. . , c$, /HEFT and the verifier has to 
verify that A(al, a2, . . . . ak) = /3. There are three different types of A. 
(1) A(Yl,...,Yk)=OzeYB(Ylr..., y,, z), where OE{~, n, u} and Y={O, l} or 
Y=X. Observe that B(cri, . . . . ak, z) is a polynomial q(z) over F,. By inspecting the 
definition of AN(lo, x), we see that the degree of q(z) is at most 5d. So the protocol is: 
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P-+V: q’(z) a at most 5d degree polynomial over F,. 
V: Check 0 q’(z)= fi. 
ZEY 
V: Choose randomly and uniformly ycF,. 
V : Continue the protocol and check that B(cci, IQ, . . . , CQ, y) = q’(y). 
Now the proof of correctness for this step is that if A(ar, . . , cqJ#p then 
q’(z)#B(cc,, . . . , a,_ z) and, hence, with probability at most 5d/p we have 
I%, ..., cyk, y) = q’(y). We say that if this happens then the cheating prover succeeds in 
this step. 
(2) A(Y1, Y2, ...? YJc)=~(YI, Y*, ...3 Y2n’+2) Ai(Yn’+13Yi+2, ...3 Y2n’). 
V: Calculate 6=F(c(,, a2, .,., @Zn,+2 ). If 6 = 0 then accept if /3 = 0; otherwise, 
reject. Otherwise continue by checking that Ai(Y,, + 1, yi+ 2, . . . , y2,,) = 
s-i/x 
(3) A(Y,? Y2, . . ..y.)=G,(y,,y,,...,y,,). 
V: Calculate 6 = G,(cci, a2, . , a,,). Accept if p = 6; otherwise, reject. 
We can then prove that the above protocol recognizes L. 
Lemma 5.1. The protocol above satisfies the following statements: 
(i) If XEL then there exists a prover such that the verijier always accepts. 
(ii) If x$L then, for all provers, the verifier accepts with probability at most 4. 
(iii) The verifier works in time 
0((t(n)s2+E(n)+sE(n)n logn) log2t(n)) 
and uses space 
Proof. (i) The prover will always be able to make A(ai, rx2, .. . , q,)=/?. Note that this 
is the case from the start since A,(Zo, x)= 1. In each elimination step the prover 
accomplishes this by always letting q’(z) = B( tlI, a,, . . . , elk, z). 
(ii) The cheating prover has two opportunities to make the verifier accept. First, it 
can choose a composite number for p. Since the verifier is doing the primality test, the 
prover will be caught with probability at least 5/6. Secondly, the prover can succeed in 
one of the elimination steps. Note that in each elimination step the probability that 
the prover succeeds in that step is at most M/p, assuming that p is a prime. Since the 
prover has only N(n’ + 2) chances to succeed and since p 3 30dN(n’ + 2), the probabil- 
ity that the prover will succeed in any elimination step, given that p is a prime, is at 
most 5dN(n’+2)/p <b. Hence, in all, this implies that the verifier accepts x with 
probability at most l/3. 
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(iii) The verifier uses 0 (N((3 + 3 + n’( I X I+ 1)) Teval + TF) + To,) additions and mul- 
tiplications in F,, where Teval is the number of operations to evaluate a polynomial of 
degree 5d at one point, TF is the number of operations to evaluate F at one point and 
To, is the number of operations to evaluate G,,at one point. 
By Horner’s method, cval = O(5d). The number of arithmetic operations needed to 
evaluate the arithmetic formula of size S is clearly O(S). Hence, the number of 
additions and multiplications performed by the verifier is 
o(t(n)s2+ql)+sE(n)n logn). 
Furthermore, the verifier computes O(t(n)) inverses. 
The time for a TM to perform one addition in F, is O(log p) and multiplications can 
be done in time O(log’ p). To compute an inverse using the extended GCD algorithm 
takes time O(log3p). The primality test for p takes time O(log3p). 
Hence, we infer that the verifier works in time 
o((t(n)?+& (n)+s&(n)n logn) log2 t(n)). 
The verifier uses space for two independent reasons. She is storing O(n’) field elements 
and she uses space to evaluate the polynomials and the formulas. It is clear that 
a formula can be evaluated using only a number of registers proportional to the depth 
of the formula. Hence, the verifier needs O(n’)= O(s(n)/logs(n)) registers, each con- 
taining an element from F,. Hence, the verifier uses 
space. 0 
This gives the main result of this paper. Recall that IPTISP(t, s) is the class of 
languages for which there exists an interactive proof system with a public-coin verifier 
that works in time O(t(n)) and space O(s(n)). 
Theorem 5.2. Given that (t, s) is fully time-space-constructible, if 
LcATISP(t(n), s(n)), 
then L belongs to 
n IPTISP((s2(n)t(n)+n logn)s”(n)log2 t(n), s(n)log t(n)/logs(n)). 
E>O 
Corollary 5.3. Every language in P has a public-coin interactive proof system with 
a polynomial-time veri$er using 0(log2(n)/loglog(n)) space. 
Proof. Let L be a language in P. Chandra et al. [4] prove the existence of an 
alternating polynomial-time log-space Turing machine M that accepts L. 0 
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Corollary 5.4. Every language in NC = Uk NCk has a public-coin interactive proof 
system with a verifier using O(log(n)) space and O(nlog’n) time. 
Proof. Ruzzo [16] shows that any language in NC can be accepted by an alternating 
Turing machine using poly-log time and log space. Hence, if LENC, then there exists 
a constant k such that 
LEATISP(logk II, log n) 
‘,?, 
IPTISP(n(log’+” n)l(log log n)‘, log n) 
G IPTISP(n log2 n, log n). 0 
Corollary 5.5. Zf (t, s) is fully time-space-constructible, then 
ATISP(t(n), s(n)) c fi IPTISP(n’+“+ t3+‘(n), s2(n)/log s(n)). 
&>O 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.2, since t(n)>s(n) and s(n)>log t(n). q 
6. Alternating Turing machines for IPTISP(t, s) 
Theorem 6.1. Let (t, s) be fully time-space-constructible. Then 
IPTISP(t(n), s(n)) G ATISP(t(n) log t(n), s(n)). 
Proof. Let L have a public-coin interactive proof system using time t(n) and space 
s(n). We can assume without loss of generality that the protocol consists of exactly t(n) 
rounds of the verifier sending a single coin toss to the prover, followed by the prover 
sending back a one-bit response. 
From any configuration c, the probability that the verifier accepts, starting in 
configuration c, must be v,/2’(“) for some integer vc, with O<v,<2”“‘. Let v, be the 
value of a configuration c. The value of an accepting configuration is 1 and the value of 
a rejecting configuration is 0. 
If c is the configuration immediately before a prover’s message and if a prover 
response of 0 causes the verifier to enter configuration co and a response of 1 causes 
the verifier to enter configuration cr, then v,=max(v,,, v,,). If c is the configuration 
immediately before a coin toss, co is the configuration the verifier enters after tossing 
heads and c1 is the configuration the verifier enters after tossing tails, then 
v, = (4, + v,, )/2. 
An alternating machine to accept L can work as follows: First, existentially guess 
the value of the initial configuration and then verify its guess. 
To verify its guess, we note that, maximum, addition (using carry look-ahead) and 
division by 2 on t(n)-bit numbers has a uniform (space O(log t(n))) circuit of depth 
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O(log t(n)). So, the value of the initial configuration can be calculated by a uniform 
(space O(s(n))) circuit of depth O(t(n)log t(n)). By a result of Ruzzo [16], an alternat- 
ing Turing machine can evaluate each bit of the value of the initial configuration in 
time O(t(n) log r(n)) and space O(s(n)). 0 
Condon [S] and Fortnow and Sipser [7] independently proved the following fact, 
which follows from Theorem 6.1. 
Corollary 6.2. A deterministic polynomial-time Turing machine can recognize any 
language accepted by a public-coin interactive proof system with a verifier using 
logarithmic space and polynomial time. 
Proof. Uk,O ATISP(nk, logn)= ASPACE(logn)= P [4]. 0 
7. A hierarchy for IPTISP(t, s) 
Theorem 3.2 gives a tight hierarchy for ATISP(t, s). 
Theorem 7.1. Given (tI, s,) and (t2, s2),fully time-space-constructible pairs offunctions, 
if 
ATISP(t,, sl) 5 ATISP(t,, SZ) 
tI(n)=o(tZ(n)) and sI(n)=o(sZ(n)). 
Proof. Let M1, Mz, . . be an enumeration of l-tape alternating Turing machines such 
that every Turing machine has arbitrarily long encodings. We construct an alternating 
Turing machine M that uses time O(tz(n)) and space 0(s2(n)), and that recognizes 
a language not in ATISP(t,, sl). 
The idea is that M tries to diagonalize against all the machines in the enumeration. 
It will succeed against all machines using time O(t, (n)) and space O(sl (n)). 
On input x, M simulates M, on input x in the following way. If M, makes an 
existential guess then M will make a universal guess and vice versa. Doing the 
simulation, M keeps track on the time and the space it is using. If on some computa- 
tion path M discovers that it has used more than t2(n) time or sz(n) space it will halt 
and reject the input. Otherwise, the simulated machine M, halts and M will accept if 
and only if M, rejects the input x. Note that if on all computation paths the simulation 
succeeds then M accepts x if and only if M, rejects. 
Clearly, M uses O(t,(n)) time and O(sz(n)) space, since (t2, s2) are time-space- 
constructible. Hence, L(M)EATISP(t,, sZ). 
Assume that L(M)E ATISP(t,, s1 ). Hence, we have an alternating Turing machine 
M’ that recognizes L(M) and it works in time ctl(n) and space csl(n), for some 
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constant c. Note that, given M’, there exists a constant c’ such that M simulates M’ on 
an encoding of M’ with a slow-down of at most c’ and uses only a factor of c’ more 
space than M’. Since there are arbitrarily long encodings of M’, let x be an encoding 
of M’ such that 
cc’t,(n)dtz(n) and cc’s,(n)<~~(n). 
Now M accepts x if and only if M, rejects x. This contradicts that 
L(M)=L(M’). 0 
We get a hierarchy theorem for IPTISP(t, s) as a consequence of our correspond- 
ence between ATISP(t, s) and IPTISP(t, s). 
Theorem 7.2. Given (tI, sl) and (tz, sz), fully time-space-constructible pairs offunctions 
such that tI, t2 3 n and sl, s2 3 log n, 
IPTISP(tI(n), s,(n)) 5 IPTISP(t2(n), s2(n)) 
iffor some E>O 
t:+“(n)=o(t2(n)) and s:(n)=o(s2(n)). 
Proof. 
IPTISP(t, (n), s1 (n)) c ATISP(t, (n) log tl (n), s1 (n)) 
5 ATISP(t2(n)“(3+“‘2’, sz(n)‘j2) 
L IPTISP(n’+“” + t2(n), s2(n)) 
= IPTISP(t, (n), s2 (n)). 
The first containment is from Theorem 6.1, the proper containment is from Theorem 
7.1 and the last containment is from Corollary 5.5. 0 
As a corollary we get that public-coin interactive proof systems with linear time 
verifiers cannot recognize all of IP. This should be contrasted with the result by 
Fortnow and Sipser [9] that for probabilistic computation there exists an oracle 
A such that BPTIME(n)A contains BPPA. Furthermore, Theorem 7.2 gives a tighter 
hierarchy for time and space. 
Corollary 7.3. For all reals 1 <r < s. 
IPTIME(n’) 5 IPTIME(n”), 
IPSPACE(n’) 5 IPSPACE(n”) 
and 
IPSPACE(log’n) 5 IPSPACE(log”n). 
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Proof. Given Theorem 7.2, the proof is similar to the proof of similar results for 
NSPACE(s) by Ibarra [13] (see Theorem 12.12 in [12]). 0 
8. Interactive proof systems for deterministic computation 
Corollaries 5.3 and 5.4 exhibit interactive proof systems with verifiers having low 
time-space complexity for P and NC. We can use Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 5.5 
combined with the relationships in [4] described in Section 2 to prove more general 
relationships. 
Corollary 8.1. For t(n) 2 It, s(n) 2 log n, 
l Uk,O IPTISP(t(n)k, t(n)k)= UkzO DSPACE(t(n)k), 
l U,>,IPTISP(2”‘“‘“, s(n)k)= Uk>O DTIME(2”‘“‘“). 
From this we get several consequences, including the following: 
(1) An interactive protocol with a verijier using poly-log space and running in 
quasi-polynomial (2 p”‘y-‘ogCn)) time accepts the same set of languages as a deterministic 
Turing machine running in quasi-polynomial time. 
(2) A public-coin interactive protocol with a verifier running in polynomial time and 
space accepts exactly the same set of languages as a deterministic machine using 
polynomial space. 
(3) An interactive protocol with a verifier using polynomial space and exponential 
time accepts exactly the same set of languages as are deterministically recognizable in 
exponential time. 
(4) An interactive protocol with a verifier using exponential time and space can accept 
all languages deterministically recognizable in exponential space. 
The second consequence is equivalent to Shamir’s result that IP = PSPACE. 
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